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Abstract
Nine human neurodegenerative diseases, including Huntington’s disease and several spinocerebellar ataxia, are associated
to the aggregation of proteins comprising an extended tract of consecutive glutamine residues (polyQs) once it exceeds a
certain length threshold. This event is believed to be the consequence of the expansion of polyCAG codons during the
replication process. This is in apparent contradiction with the fact that many polyQs-containing proteins remain soluble and
are encoded by invariant genes in a number of eukaryotes. The latter suggests that polyQs expansion and/or aggregation
might be counter-selected through a genetic and/or protein context. To identify this context, we designed a software that
scrutinize entire proteomes in search for imperfect polyQs. The nature of residues flanking the polyQs and that of residues
other than Gln within polyQs (insertions) were assessed. We discovered strong amino acid residue biases robustly associated
to polyQs in the 15 eukaryotic proteomes we examined, with an over-representation of Pro, Leu and His and an under-
representation of Asp, Cys and Gly amino acid residues. These biases are conserved amongst unrelated proteins and are
independent of specific functional classes. Our findings suggest that specific residues have been co-selected with polyQs
during evolution. We discuss the possible selective pressures responsible of the observed biases.
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Introduction
Protein aggregation is the hallmark of over 80 disorders in
humans that include type II diabetes, Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s
diseases [1]. Nine neurodegenerative diseases are associated to the
aggregation of proteins comprising an extended tract of consecutive
glutamine residues within their primary structure. These diseases,
termed polyglutamine-expansion diseases, include Huntington’s
disease (HD), several spinocerebellar ataxia (SCA) such as
Machado-Joseph disease, and the spinobulbar muscular atrophy
or Kennedy’s disease, and are characterized by a progressive motor
and cognitive degeneration that ultimately lead to death [2–4].
Polyglutamine-expansion diseases share a number of character-
istics. The lengths of the polyglutamine repeats (polyQs) are
polymorphic in the general population. The disease is triggered
when the polyQ length exceeds a certain threshold. This
pathological threshold varies from 20 consecutive glutamines in
SCA7 to 40 or 60 in HD and SCA17, respectively [2,3,4]. Above
the pathological threshold, the age-of-onset (AOO) of the disease,
the severity of the symptoms as well as the aggregation rate of the
protein in vitro directly correlate to the length of the polyQ [5,6,7].
At the genetic level the polyQs are preferentially encoded by CAG
codons, rather than the codon CAA. The repetitive nature of the
polyCAG homocodon is believed to be at the origin of its
expansion during gene replication, leading to longer polyQs and
increased severity of the disease upon gene inheritance [8,9].
Other factors play a critical role in disease onset. Indeed, in HD,
polyQ length account for only 60% of the AOO variation between
individuals; this proportion is as low as 30% in the polyQ lengths
twilight zone surrounding the pathological threshold [6]. The
remaining variance in AOO can be attributed to environmental
factors, and to genes other than HD gene [10]. The structural
context of polyQs also modulates aggregation as witnessed by the
aggregation of polypeptides containing 20 consecutive glutamines
as in ataxin 7 while other proteins containing over 30 consecutive
glutamines remain soluble. The critical role of the structural
context of polyQs is further illustrated by i) the increased
aggregation propensity of polyQs devoid of their flanking amino
acid stretches [11] and ii) the changes in the aggregation
propensity and associated toxicity upon modifications of the
global protein context [12,13,14,15,16] or the polyQ adjacent
regions [17,18,19,20,21,22,23].
Proteomes include a number of polypeptide chains with long
polyQs [24] that are soluble and encoded by invariant genes. Why
do the latter proteins remain soluble when other polyQ-containing
proteins aggregate and cause disease? Also why are these genes
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invariant when other polyQ-containing proteins encoding genes
exhibit significant polymorphism in polyQ lengths? Given the
importance of the protein context in polyQ pathologies, we
hypothesized that a specific genetic and/or protein context may
have been selected to counteract the expansion of CAG repeats
within genes and aggregation propensities of polyQ-containing
proteins. To determine whether this is indeed the case, we
identified imperfect polyQs, e.g. polyQs with insertions, in 30
eukaryotic, bacterial and archaeal proteomes and analyzed the
sequence characteristics of these proteins. Both the nature of
residues flanking the polyQs and, for the first time, that of residues
other than Gln within polyQs (insertions) were assessed system-
atically. We discovered strong amino acid residues biases robustly
associated to polyQs in all the eukaryotic proteomes we examined,
with an over-representation of Pro, Leu and His and an under-
representation of Asp, Cys and Gly amino acid residues. These
biases are conserved amongst unrelated proteins and are
independent of specific functional classes. Our findings suggest
that specific residues have been co-selected with polyQs during
evolution. The selective pressures responsible of the observed
biases and the potential origin of the polymorphism in polyQ
lengths are discussed.
Results
A census of Human imperfect polyQ stretches
We developed a computer program designed to scrutinize entire
proteomes for polyQ stretches and their corresponding coding
sequences (see Methods). The insertions of various amino acid
residues within the polyQs was allowed given that polyQs are
imperfect in a number of polyQ-expansion diseases as exemplified by
the twoHis insertions in the middle of ataxin 1 polyQ inmost healthy
individuals that are systematically absent in individuals developing
SCA1 [25]. PolyQs were defined as tracts with a minimum Q
content of over 75%, and a core of at least five consecutive Q that
can be extended N- and/or C-terminally with insertions of non Q
residues of no more than 5 consecutive residues (Figure 1). The
rationales for these cut-offs are the followings. For a protein of
average length and residue composition, a cut-off of 5 consecutive
residues allows to retrieve only statistically significant stretches [26].
Similarly, a minimum Q content of 75% provides enough inserted
residues to allow statistical analyses. Thus defined, polyQs may have
variable lengths (with a minimum of 5-residues) and amino acid
composition (Q ranging from 75% to 100% of the residues). In
addition, any protein can contain more than one polyQ. The engine
was also designed to retrieve the primary structures flanking polyQs,
which were denominated N-terminal (Nt) and C-terminal (Ct) flanks,
respectively. Finally, the engine associates to each polyQ stretch the
identity and function of the corresponding protein e.g. Description
(from the EnsEMBL database), Gene Ontology (GO) and Online
Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM). To improve the search
engine sensitivity and avoid redundancy, alternative transcripts as
well as proteins tagged as ‘‘hypothetical’’ or devoid of annotations
were not considered. It is worth noting that the analytical tools
developed for this work are flexible and can be used to retrieve any
kind of imperfect polyX repeat.
We applied the search engine we designed to the human
proteome and retrieved 299 polyQs, distributed within 248
proteins. 240 proteins contained 1 or 2 polyQs while only 8
contained 3 polyQs or more. The 9 polypeptides involved in
polyQ-expansion diseases were correctly retrieved. The polyQ
lengths spanned from 5 to 100 residues. 49 stretches (16%) were
over 20 residues long (Figure 2). The ability of our search engine to
accommodate insertions allowed us to retrieve as single polyQs a
number of sequences that would have been identified otherwise as
distinct hits (Figure 2). The whole human output is available at the
AAstrech Project website www.unifi.it/scibio/bioinfo/aastretch/.
Figure 1. Schematic of a polyQ. A polyQ contains a minimum of five consecutive Q residues. The maximum proportion of residues other than Q
(insertions) is 25% and each insertion cannot be over 5-residues long. The N- and C-terminal flanks of the polyQ are labeled Nt and Ct flanks,
respectively. The numbering scheme for the residues within the flanks is shown.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0030824.g001
Figure 2. Size distribution of the polyQs in the human
proteome. Black, imperfect polyQs; dark gray, pure polyQs; light gray,
pure polyCAGs.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0030824.g002
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PolyQs are associated to diseases in humans other than
the canonic expansion diseases
We first analyzed the OMIM records associated to human
polyQs. Significant associations between OMIM tags and pure
polyX stretches have been previously reported [27–29]. We
confirmed this result by showing that 37 out of the 248 polyQ-
containing proteins had an OMIM record. This proportion (15%)
was significantly higher than that of the OMIM-tagged proteins in
the input database after removal of the hypothetical/not-
annotated entries (10%; P,0.05; Fisher’s exact test).
To further analyze the link between polyQ-containing proteins
and genetic diseases, we organized human polyQs into three classes:
polyQ-expansion diseases (N=9), OMIM-tagged polypeptides that
are not associated to polyQ-expansion diseases (N=45), and
OMIM-untagged polypeptides (N=245). We then compared the
length of polyQs in these three classes (Figure 3). As expected, we
found the polyQs involved in expansion diseases the longest
(Figure 3A), the richest in pure polyQ repeats (Figure 3B) and
encoded by the longest pure polyCAG homocodons (Figure 3C).
Interestingly, polyQs associated to other genetic diseases were also
longer (Figure 3A; P,0.001), with higher pure polyQ content
(Figure 3B; P,0.001) and encoded by longer polyCAGs (Figure 3C;
P,0.01) than disease-unrelated polyQs. This observation establish-
es a link between proteins with long polyQs and human genetic
diseases other than the canonic expansion diseases. Noticeably,
polyQs polymorphism is also associated to other human diseases.
Indeed, we screened the literature for the terms ‘‘polyglutamine’’
and ‘‘polymorphism’’, and identified several human multifactorial
diseases for which an allele of specific polyQ length is a risk factor
(Table S1). For example, somatic polymorphism in AIB1 polyQ
length is a genetic risk factor that influences breast cancer onset
[30,31], while a polyQ longer than 40 or shorter than 22 residues in
the androgen receptor is associated to the expansion disease
spinobulbar muscular atrophy or constitute a risk factor for the
prostate cancer, respectively [32].
Sequence biases associated to human polyQs
To determine whether particular residues are associated
specifically to human polyQs, we calculated the sequence biases
associated to polyQs as detailed in the Methods section. Briefly, we
first calculated the occurrence of each of the 19 amino acid
residues within polyQ insertions. The occurrence of each residue
was then expressed as a fraction of the total number of residues
inserted within a polyQ (Finsertion). The frequency of each amino
acid residue within the insertions (Finsertion) was then expressed as a
function of its mean frequency of occurrence within the whole
proteome (Fproteome), so that residues of different natural
abundances can be readily compared. A residue was considered
over-represented when Finsertion/Fproteome was .2, i.e. the residue
was twice as frequent within polyQ insertions as compared to the
proteome. Under-represented residues had an Finsertion/Fproteome
,0.5, i.e. the residue was twice less frequent within polyQ
insertions as compared to the proteome.
The results of our analysis are presented in Figure 4A. The
overall distribution of the 19 residues within polyQs was
significantly different from that in the whole human proteome
(Figure 4A; P,1025; Chi-square test) and in the polyQ-containing
proteins (not shown; P,1025; Chi-square test). These results
reveal the existence of residue biases within polyQ insertions.
Three residues were over-represented: Pro, Leu and His, while
four residues were under-represented: Asp, Cys, Gly and Trp. As
Trp is particularly rare in the genomes and given that no bias for
aromatic residues taken as a whole is observed, Trp bias was not
considered any further.
Figure 3. PolyQs associated to human diseases are significantly longer than those that are not. (A) Length of the imperfect polyQs. (B)
Length of the longest pure polyQ within each polyQ zone. (C) Length of the longest pure polyCAG within each polyQ zone. ***, p,0.001; **, p,0.01;
*, p,0.05 (Mann-Whitney and Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0030824.g003
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Figure 4. Sequence biases associated to polyQs in the human proteome. (A) Sequence biases within polyQs (insertions). The relative
abundances of each residue type within polyQs are represented. (B–G) Sequences biases at the flanks of polyQs. Each point represents the relative
abundance of Pro (B), His (C), Leu (D), Asp (E), Cys (F) and Gly (G) at each of the 30 positions within the Nt (black circles) and Ct (gray circles) flanks.
The relative abundances within the polyQ insertions are also indicated (stars). The solid lines are the best fit to an exponential function. The dotted
lines indicate the threshold for residues over- (residue twice as frequent as in the proteome) or under- (residue twice less frequent than in the
proteome) representation.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0030824.g004
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The flanks of human polyQs were subjected to the same analysis
(Figure 4B–G). The relative abundance of each residue at each
position j within the Nt and Ct flanks was calculated (Fflank, j/
Fproteome). The amino acid position j was defined as 1 for residues
flanking the polyQ stretch on the N- and C-terminal sides, the
preceding residue on the N-terminal and following residue on the
C-terminal sides were numbered 2, etc… (see Figure 1). Flank
analyses were limited to 30 residues N- and C-terminally to the
polyQ. At further positions, the different flanks cannot be easily
aligned, and the analyses will depend on the intrinsic aggregation
propensities of the stretches considered. A bias in residue
distribution was observed for the residues adjacent to the polyQs
with an over-representation of Pro, His and Leu (Figure 4B–D)
and an under-representation of Asp, Cys and Gly (Figure 4E–G).
The Fflank,1/Fproteome values of the two flanks were quantitatively
similar to that of Finsertion/Fproteome (stars in Figure 4B–G). The
relative abundances of these residues reached the standard
distribution (Fflank,j/Fproteome = 1) when the distance between the
residue and the polyQ increased. With the exception of Pro at the
Nt flanks, best fits to linear regressions over the first ten positions of
both Nt and Ct flanks were statistically significant, (P,0.01 in all
cases; result not shown), further demonstrating the significance of
the bias we report. The two flanks were globally symmetrical,
displaying similar residue compositions. Pro distribution within the
two flanks was asymmetric: this residue was over-represented only
within the Ct flanks (Figure 4B), and often as a polyP ranging from
3 to 11 consecutive Pro (22% of the sequences we examined).
PolyH were also observed while Leu residues were almost never
found clustered but rather regularly spaced.
In summary, sequence biases were observed for the same
residues both within and at the flanks of polyQs. Thus, polyQs
appear to be organized into regions (hereinafter termed polyQ
zones) with a peculiar composition where Pro, His and Leu
residues are enriched and Asp, Cys and Gly selectively excluded
(Figure 5).
The sequence biases associated to polyQs are conserved
throughout eukaryotes
To determine whether the sequence biases associated to polyQs
we identified are specific to humans or conserved across living
organisms, 16 eukaryotic, 8 bacterial and 5 archaeal proteomes,
listed in Table 1, were subjected to the same analysis performed on
human proteome and described above. We chose proteomes
which annotation was of adequate quality and exemplifying
organisms that sampled to the best the diversity of living
organisms. As previously reported for pure polyX stretches
[27,33], bacterial and archaeal proteomes were devoid of polyQs.
The numbers of polyQs and polyQ-containing proteins in each of
the eukaryotic proteomes we examined are listed in Table 1. The
15 eukaryotic proteomes containing over 100 polyQs were further
examined. The corresponding outputs are available at the
AAstrech Project website www.unifi.it/scibio/bioinfo/aastretch/.
Pro, His and Leu were found over-represented (Figure 6A–C)
while Asp, Cys and Gly under-represented (Figure 6D–F) within
the polyQs throughout the proteomes we analyzed, with very few
exceptions. No other residues exhibited biases. The biases in some
cases were more obvious than in humans. His residue was for
example 10-times more frequent within polyQ insertions in fruit
fly, representing almost J of the insertions (Figure 4B). A strong
bias for His was also observed in zebrafish, worm, yeast, amoeba
and thale cress (Figure 4B). The amino acid biases at the Nt and
Ct flanks (examples are presented in Figure S1[see additional data
1]) were assessed. The same biases we report in human were
observed in the different proteomes. Interestingly, the asymmet-
rical repartition of Pro residues appears to be a recent outcome, as
it was not observed for all the organisms (Figure S1A). We
conclude from our observations that Pro, His and Leu are
associated to, while Asp, Cys and Gly are excluded from the polyQ
zones in the 15 eukaryotic proteomes we analyzed.
Figure 5. The polyQ zone. PolyQs insertions and flanks share
identical residue biases: Pro, Leu and His are over-represented within
these zones while Asp, Cys and Gly are under-represented.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0030824.g005
Table 1. Amount of polyQs in eukaryotes.
Organism Group
N
entries
N
polyQs
N polyQ
proteins
Human (Homo sapiens) primate 37 067 299 248
Chimpanzee (Pan troglodytes) primate 27 903 227 193
Orangutan (Pongo pygmaeus) primate 19 440 236 189
Mouse (Mus musculus) rodent 32 698 314 262
Dog (Canis familiaris) mammal 20 037 170 135
Xenopus (Xenopus tropicalis) amphibian 15 971 133 117
Chicken (Gallus gallus) bird 15 177 165 135
Zebrafish (Danio rerio) fish 17 275 191 159
Fruit fly (Drosophila
melanogaster)
insect 18 253 2 242 1 162
Worm (Caenorhabditis elegans) nematode 20 878 259 192
Fungus (Aspergillus niger) ascomycota 11 746 159 137
Yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae) ascomycota 6 416 187 141
Yeast (Schizosaccharomyces
pombe)
ascomycota 4 958 19 16
Amoeba (Dictyostelium
discoideum)
protist 5 856 1 792 1 005
Plasmodium (Plasmodium
falciparum)
protist 5 331 27 27
Rice (Oryza sativa) angiosperm 52 694 869 789
Thale cress (Arabidopsis thaliana) angiosperm 31 344 340 285
The search engine was applied to 17 eukaryotic proteomes in search for
imperfect polyQ repeats. N entries refer to the total number of proteins present
in the input proteome after isoforms removal (see Methods); N polyQs refer to
the number of imperfect polyQ repeats retrieved by the program (see Methods
and Figure 1 for definition of an imperfect polyQ repeat); N polyQ proteins refer
to the number of polyQs-containing proteins.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0030824.t001
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To ascertain that the strong conservation we observed is not the
consequence of a common evolutionary origin of the proteins we
analyzed, we mapped the orthology relationships of human
polyQ-containing proteins in a panel of organisms (see Methods;
Figure 7). In mammals a significant fraction of polyQ-containing
proteins had orthologs among human polyQ-containing proteins
(Figure 7). This proportion decreased dramatically for non-
mammalians, with only 5% of the fruit fly and none of the yeast
polyQ-containing proteins having orthologous counterparts
among human polyQ-containing proteins (Figure 7). Thus, the
sequence biases associated to polyQs we observed within the 15
eukaryotic proteomes we analyzed are not due to common
evolutionary origin of the polyQ-containing proteins. To confirm
this result, we removed proteins orthologous to human polyQ-
containing proteins from non-human proteomes. The same
sequence biases within polyQs insertions (Figure S2 ) and at their
Figure 6. Sequence biases associated to polyQs are conserved throughout eukaryotic proteomes. The relative abundances of Pro (A),
His (B), Leu (C), Asp (D), Cys (E) and Gly (F) within polyQs insertions in the 15 eukaryotic proteomes we analyzed are represented. The dotted lines
indicate the threshold for residues over- (residue twice as frequent as in the proteome) or under- (residue twice less frequent than in the proteome)
representation.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0030824.g006
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flanks (not shown) occurring at similar frequencies were observed
for the 15 eukaryotic proteomes lacking or not proteins
orthologous to human polyQ-containing proteins.
Codon usage
It has been reported that homocodon repeats are often
interrupted by single base-pair mutations [34,35]. To determine
whether the residue biases associated to polyQs are the consequence
of single base-pair mutations affecting polyCAG homocodons, we
analyzed the codons preferentially used in mammals to encode the
amino acid residues over-represented within the polyQ insertions.
The six codons for Leu were equally represented (Figure 8A).
The codon CTG is the only Leu codon that can result from a
single base-pair mutation within the CAG codon. Its occurrence is
however the lowest. A strong bias for 2 codons out of 4 encoding
Pro (CCG and CCA) within polyQ zones was observed. Both are
one mutational event apart from the CAG and CAA codons that
encode Gln. Interestingly, a CCG codon was significantly more
often found flanking a sequence ending with a CAG as compared
to similar sequences ending with a CAA (P=0.003; Fisher’s exact
test). This suggests that the CCG codon arises from CAG codons.
The two His codons (CAC and CAT) are one mutational event
apart from the CAG codon. Both were equally over-represented.
Similar biases were found at polyQs flanks. We conclude from
these observations that Pro and His but not Leu residue over-
representations could arises from single mutational events within
polyCAG codons.
Functional specificities associated to polyQs do not
account for the observed sequence biases
Specific functional classes have been reported to be over-
represented within polyQ-containing proteins, in particular,
transcription regulatory proteins [36–39]. This could account for
the observed sequence biases. Indeed, transcription factors DNA-
binding domains can be enriched in basic residues and
impoverished in acidic residues [40,41]. Thus, the biases we
observe for His and Asp could be due to a convergent evolution of
transcription factors.
Almost half of the GO tags ‘‘Biological process’’ associated to
human polyQ-containing proteins are labeled ‘‘regulation of
transcription DNA-dependent’’ (GO0006355; Figure S3A–C),
thus confirming the strong representation of transcription factors
within this protein category. However, the sequence biases we
observed (over-representation of Pro, His and Leu and under-
representation of Asp, Cys and Gly) were indistinguishable when
we analyzed proteins tagged ‘‘regulation of transcription DNA-
dependent’’ or not (Figure 8B). We also analyzed the GO tags
associated to polyQs in the other eukaryotic proteomes we
selected. In a number of cases a majority of the polyQ-containing
proteins were found tagged ‘‘regulation of transcription DNA-
dependent’’. However, this was not the case for fruit fly, worm,
amoeba and rice, where this class of proteins represents less than
10% of the GO-tagged polyQ-containing proteins (Figure S3D).
We conclude from these observations that the sequence biases
associated to polyQs in eukaryotes are not specifically associated to
transcription regulating proteins.
Discussion
PolyQ zones
We assessed the sequence biases associated to imperfect polyQ
repeats in 15 different eukaryotic proteomes. We discovered that
Pro, His and Leu are specifically over-represented both within
insertions inter-spreading tracts of pure polyQ and within the 10–
15 first positions of the sequence immediately preceding (Nt flank)
or following (Ct flank) the polyQ as compared to their distribution
within the whole proteome. In contrast Asp, Cys and Gly are
specifically excluded from these regions. PolyQs appear therefore
associated to other sequence characteristics, thus defining polyQ
zone: where Q repeats are flanked by Pro, His and Leu rich amino
acid stretches that lack specifically Asp, Cys and Gly residues. As
previously reported [24,36–39], these very specific sequence tracts
were not randomly distributed in the proteomes but embedded in
proteins with different functions within a given organism. This
observation confirms the existence of a positive functional selection
acting on polyQs [42].
Origin of polyQs, their flanks and insertions
We observed the same residue biases that define polyQ zones in
15 different proteomes sampling a wide diversity of eukaryotic
classes, displaying different genome sizes and different abundances
of polyQs (Table 1). Remarkably, these robust biases are not the
consequence of a conservative evolution from common protein
ancestors (Figures 7 and S2). Indeed, if many of the human polyQ-
containing proteins orthologues are conserved amongst eukary-
otes, polyQ presence and length within a given protein are rarely
conserved [24,27,29,35–37,43,44]. Huntingtin for example is
conserved in all deuterostomia; however, only vertebrate’s
huntingtin contains polyQs and they are of different lengths
[45]. Given the limited polyQs conservation level amongst
orthologous proteins, the robust sequence biases associated to
polyQs in unrelated proteins is noteworthy.
We can not exclude that polyQs may have originated from
mutational events within amino acids repeats codons which traces
remain tightly associated to their flanks. This could be particularly
true for Pro and His residues which codons are one mutational
event from the CAG codon and that are found as homopeptidic
repeats. Several lines of evidence argue however against this view.
First, the flanking polyP and polyH were always encoded by mixed
codons (not shown). Second, polyQs in drosophila are not encoded
by polyCAGs but rather by mixed CAG and CAA codons [46]
that are unlikely to originate from mutational events within polyP,
Figure 7. Eukaryotic polyQ-containing proteins are not ortho-
logous. The number of polyQ-containing proteins that are orthologous
to human polyQ-containing proteins in different organisms are
highlighted in black. Those that are not are in gray.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0030824.g007
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mostly encoded by CCG codons. Nonetheless, they are associated
to the same residue biases. Finally, these residues often appear
after the polyQs during evolution [47]. For example, the polyP
flanking huntingtin’s polyQ is found only in mammals not in other
vertebrates [45]. Similarly, the His insertions that is lacking in Old
World monkeys ataxin 1 appeared later on, during great apes
evolution [48].
Thus, the polyQ-associated sequence biases appear to be the
consequence of a strong selection pressure at the molecular level.
One can hypothesize that the biases confer a selective advantage
to the polyQ-containing genes and proteins. The nature of this
advantage is however difficult to identify. Different non-exclusive
selection pressures could be at the origin of the observed biases.
The current knowledge arguing for or against each of them are
discussed hereinafter.
Selection pressures exerted on polyQ zones
Genetic stability of polyCAGs. The global genomic context
in which a polyQ stretch is embedded impacts the genetic stability of
the repeat, i.e. its propensity to expand or not during replication
[49,51,52]. In particular, homocodon interruptions improve genetic
stability. The human ataxin 1 allele displaying a 39-CAG tract with
a single CAT (His) interruption is for example stable, whereas alleles
that have a pure repeat of the same length are not [8,50]. The
mechanisms underlying genetic stabilization are not clear. Codon
interruptions could inhibit the slippage between nascent and
template strands during replication, thus keeping them in register,
and/or destabilize the hairpin structures formed by the slipped
DNA strands [8,53]. Thus, single mutational events within or at the
flanks of polyCAGs may be directed toward increasing their genetic
stability.
Toxicity of aberrant mRNA structures. A polyCAG
transcripts-associated toxicity has been reported in three different
model systems [54–56]. The molecular basis of this toxicity is not
fully understood. Pure polyCAG RNAs as well as transcripts of
polyQ-containing proteins can form both in vitro and in vivo stable
double-stranded (dsRNA) hairpins, in which non-canonical A-A
base pairs are stabilized at each side by 2 consecutive C;G and
G;C base pairs [57–59]. These dsRNA structures could specifically
bind dsRNA-binding proteins, modifying their availability, thus,
eliciting toxicity [60]. Alternatively, these dsRNA may be cleaved
into siRNA and target the expression of other genes with com-
plementary sequences [61]. PolyCAG flanks are believed to be
involved in the hairpin formation and stabilization [57,62,63].
Interruption of the polyCAG by a CAT and to a lesser extent a
CAA codon in the SCA1 and SCA2 transcripts, respectively,
Figure 8. A survey of additional biases within polyQs. (A) Codon biases within polyQ insertions. The relative abundances of the different
Pro, His and Leu codons within polyQs insertions in human, chimpanzee, orangutan, mouse and dog are represented. The dotted lines indicate the
threshold for codons over- (codons twice as frequent as in the rest of the open reading frames) or under- (codons twice less frequent than in the rest
of the open reading frames) representation. (B) Sequence biases within human polyQs are not specific to transcription factors. The relative
abundance of each residue within polyQs is represented for all human polyQs (black), for human polyQs tagged by the GO term ‘‘regulation of
transcription DNA-dependent’’ (dark gray) and human polyQs that are not tagged by the GO term ‘‘regulation of transcription DNA-dependent’’ (light
gray). The dotted lines indicate the threshold for residues over- (residue twice as frequent as in the proteome) or under- (residue twice less frequent
than in the proteome) representation.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0030824.g008
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destabilizes the hairpin structures [64]. Furthermore, a single CAA
insertion within an untranslated polyCAG dramatically reduces
polyCAG-associated toxicity in a fruit fly model [55]. Thus, single
mutational events within or at the flanks of polyCAG codons may be
directed toward reducing dsRNA toxicity.
Nonetheless, the most favoured mutations to interrupt a
polyCAG tract are theoretically single base pair mutations, and
in the first place the synonymous and transition mutation leading
to a CAA (Gln) codon. Other single base-pair mutations lead to
the insertion of a His (CAT or CAC), a Lys (AAG), a Glu (GAG), a
Leu (CTG), a Pro (CCG), an Arg (CGG) or a stop codon (TAG).
The fact that non-synonymous mutations are found within polyQ
zones, and that codons CAT, CAC and CCG encoding His and
Pro are preferred over other codons suggests the existence of
additional selection pressures at the protein level.
PolyQ-containing proteins aggregation and function. PolyQs
length modulates the aggregation propensity of polyQ-containing
proteins. The resulting protein aggregates are toxic to the cell con-
stituting a prime component of the pathology in polyQ expansion
diseases [2,65]. A number of experimental reports suggest that some of
the sequence biases we observe within polyQ zones interfere with
protein aggregation. In a yeast model expressing huntingtin exon 1,
polyP deletion increases the number and toxicity of cellular inclusions
[19,20,66]. Furthermore, in vitro, polyP stretches affect the aggregation
of polyQ-containing polypeptides [17,18,22,67,68]. It seems reasonable
to attribute these effects to the conformational rigidity and structure
breaker properties of Pro. PolyPro are also expected to fold into PPII
helices that constrain the adjacent polyQ tract in a PPII-like and non-
aggregation prone structure [18,69]. Similarly His insertions increase
the solubility and decrease the aggregation rates of polyQ containing
polypeptides in vitro, in addition to modifying the structure of the
resulting aggregates [68,70–71]. The main hypothesis is that the
imidazole rings favour intra- over inter-molecular hydrogen bonds, thus
acting as a ß-sheet breaker [68]. His residues role could also depend on
the environment, in particular their protonation state [70]. Thus, the
sequence biases we observe within polyQ zones, in particular the
presence of Pro andHis,may have been selected for to disfavour polyQ-
containing protein aggregation. This ‘‘gatekeeper’’ function would be
analogous to the one attributed by Rousseau et al. to the residues over-
represented at the flanks of amyloid-forming polypeptide stretches [72].
However, it should be noted that the nature of the residues used as
gatekeepers is different in the two cases, highlighting the peculiarity of
polyQ-protein aggregation.
The rationale for the over-representation of Leu and the under-
representation of Asp, Cys and Gly we observed is unclear as
opposed to that of Pro and His. Cys residues are highly reactive and
as such, may be disadvantageous in a particular structural context.
The same reasoning cannot be applied to the other residues. Their
over- or under-representation remains therefore intriguing. We
cannot exclude that the biases we observe are the consequence of a
convergent evolution for functional requirements. However, we
believe such functional bias unlikely, as the residue biases we
observe do not depend on any functional specificity, in particular
the overrepresentation of transcription factors amongst polyQ-
containing proteins. Further annotation improvements and identi-
fication of protein functions will strengthen or weaken our beliefs.
PolyQ-containing proteins, gatekeepers and human
diseases
PolyQs together with the specific residue biases they are
associated to define polyQ zones in eukaryotes. These zones could
originate from different and non-exclusive selection pressures, both
at the genetic and protein levels, that could account for the restricted
expandability and aggregation propensity of the hundreds of polyQ-
containing proteins present within the eukaryotic proteomes. The
fine tuning of polyQ-protein sequences we observe is probably the
result of a trade-off between the functional requirement for polyQ
stretches, mainly involved in protein-protein interactions and
transcriptional regulation [27,29], and their potential noxiousness.
We can speculate that mutations of the gatekeeper residues within
polyQ zones could perturb this delicate balance and trigger new
disorders, as previously observed for amino acid stretches that are
prone to form amyloids [73]. Our results further highlight the role of
the different selection pressures exerted by protein aggregation on
shaping proteomes sequences [74].
Methods
Data collection
Human and other eukaryotic proteomes and transcriptomes, as
well as annotations, Gene Ontology (GO) [75] terms, OMIM codes
[76] and ortholog coordinates were obtained from EnsEMBL
[77,78] in October 2010. As our engines (AAstretch and AAsync)
requires a file with a predefined dataset, we set up a script (AAprepare)
to automatically download and prepare the input files using
EnsEMBL ftp site and BioMart [79]. For each organism the input
structure consists of two fasta-formatted files, one containing open
reading frames, the other the corresponding protein sequences. The
integrity, accuracy and correspondence of the open reading frames
and the proteins they encode were checked through an automatized
procedure followed by random manual control. The corresponding
sequences in the two files had exactly the same fasta header
containing the following items as vertical bar-separated and ordered
fields: the protein code, the transcript code, the gene code, the
transcript description, the GO function, the GO biological process,
the GO cellular component and, for human proteins, the OMIM
annotations. This automated approach allowed us to generate input
files for most of the organisms available at www.ensembl.org and at
www.ensemblgenomes.org. Bacterial (E. coli, B. subtilis, M. tubercu-
losis, A. variabilis, F. psychrophilum, B. burgdorferi, C. aggregans and T.
maritima) and archaeal (S. solfataricus,M. voltae,M. jannaschii,M. smithii
and Holobacterium sp.) proteomes were obtained from the NCBI
database. In that case the COG code [80] was associated to each
protein/gene. Orthology relationships between organisms were
extracted from the EnsEMBL biomart repository. Codon usage
tables were reconstructed directly from the input files prepared by
AAprepare. The data processing we used is schematized Figure S4.
Search engines
The core search engines we developed for this work are
described in depth in the manual available at the AAstrech Project
website www.unifi.it/scibio/bioinfo/aastretch/. Briefly, the pro-
gram AAstretch analyzes files generated by AAprepare. It retrieves
within every sequence in the proteome all the imperfect polyX
stretches (polyXs) as defined in Figure 1, X being any residue. The
engine locates within a given protein sequence a pure polyX of a
minimal length that is defined a priori. It then tries to extend N-
and C-terminally the match tolerating the insertion of residues
other than X. Each insertion cannot be longer than a defined
length and the overall proportion of residues other than X within
the polyX is defined as well. The proteome, the identity of the
residue constituting the polyX, the minimal length of pure polyX,
the maximal length of insertions and the minimal proportion of
residue X within the polyX are defined by the user. The AAsync
program generates a polyX and flanks open reading frame file
from the AAstretch output file. X was set to Q within this work.
We will refer hereinafter to polyQs.
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The AAstretch output is a tab-delimited file that associates to each
polyQ: 1- its sequence, 2- its length, 3- the sequences of its N- and
C-terminal flanks, 4- the proportion of Q residues within the
polyQ, 5- the location of the polyQ within the protein, 6- the
length of the longest pure polyQ within the stretch and 7- the
protein GO and OMIM annotations. The datasets can be filtered
to reduce redundancy and improve accuracy. This analysis
scheme allows keeping within the dataset only one polyQ for
alternative transcripts harboring identical stretches and flanks. We
used the EnsEMBL coding system for ‘‘alternative transcripts’’
definition, which considers alternative transcripts of a gene those
entries marked by different transcript and protein codes though
sharing the same gene code. Another filtering scheme allows to
remove entries with descriptions fields matching a given term. In
the present analysis, entries devoid of annotations and labeled
‘‘hypothetical’’ were removed from the dataset.
Other options available but not used in this work are described
in details in the manual. In particular, AAstretch can retrieve X-
enriched areas, in which the minimal proportion of X can be
considerably lower than that set throughout this work, with no
minimal pure polyX length.
Analysis tools
We designed an interactive graphic tool, AAexplore, that
represents automatically the AAstretch output files in a readily
interpretable form supported by chi-squared statistics and plots.
AAexplore calculates the polyQs insertions sequence bias for each
of the 19 amino acids other than Q. The frequency at which X is
found within the polyQ (F(X)insertion) is first calculated using the
equation:
F Xð Þinsertion~
N Xð Þinsertion
N nonQð Þinsertion
ð1Þ
where N(X)insertion is the occurrence of X and N(nonQ)insertion the
occurrence of all residues other than Q (including X) within polyQ
insertions in all the output.
Then the frequency at which X is found in the background
(F(X)background), is calculated:
F Xð Þbackground~
N Xð Þbackground
N nonQð Þbackground
ð2Þ
where N(X)background is the occurrence of X and N(nonQ)background
the occurrence of all residues other than Q within the background.
Two different backgrounds can be used, namely the whole
proteome or the proteins that constitute the output files. Finally
AAexplore computes a bias function (Bias(X)insertion) so that residues
of different natural abundances can be compared:
Bias Xð Þinsertion~
F Xð Þinsertion
F Xð Þbackground
ð3Þ
Similarly, the sequence bias at each position j of the flanks
(Bias(X)flank, j) for each of the 19 amino acids other than Q is
calculated using equations (4–5):
F Xð Þflank,j~
N Xð Þflank,j
N NonQð Þflank,j
ð4Þ
Bias Xð Þflank,j~
F Xð Þflank,j
F Xð Þbackground
ð5Þ
where N(X)flank,j is the occurrence of X and N(nonQ)insertion,j the
occurrence of all residues other than Q at position j within all
polyQ flanks.
AAexplore displays a bar plot summarizing N(X), F(X) or Bias(X)
for the insertions, the Nt flank, the Ct flank or the two flanks taken
together for each amino acid. Similar biases can be calculated and
displayed for the codons in the corresponding coding sequences.
AAexplore is equipped with a filter that allows the exclusion of
polyQs that do not match either textual or numerical criteria.
Analyses on e.g. polyQs with defined length ranges, defined GO
tags or with OMIM annotations are possible. Finally, all the
outputs can be exported as text data for further analyses with other
applications.
Availability
AAstretch package includes the AAprepare, AAsync, AAstretch and
AAexplore programs. It is available as platform independent Perl
scripts (tested on Linux, Mac OS X and Windows platforms). It
can be downloaded from the the AAstrech Project website www.
unifi.it/scibio/bioinfo/aastretch/ together with the manual and
ready-to-use and yearly updated genomic preformatted files for
most of the organisms available at the EnsEMBL database. The
collection of polyQs generated for this work are also available
(genomes from EnsEMBL release October, 2010)
Statistics
The significance of the differences in residue or codon
composition in polyQ zones compared to the whole genome
composition was calculated using the chi-square statistics. The
expected (exp) frequency of residue or codons was computed using
two different background models: 1- sequences of all the proteins
in the genome and 2- sequences of polyQ-containing proteins. In
all cases the Q residue and its counts were excluded from the
analysis resulting in 18 degrees of freedom. These frequencies were
compared to the frequencies calculated in polyQ zones (obs) using
the X2 statistics:
x2~
X19
i~1
obsi{expið Þ2
expi
2
,i=Q ð6Þ
For single residue analysis, we considered the case where the obs/
exp ratios were higher than 2 or lower than 0.5, since a |log2
ratio|.1 is a widely accepted and statistically robust threshold,
usually giving rise to significant (p,0.05) results when tested with
X2 with one degree of freedom.
The distributions of the three parameters analyzed in Figure 3
(imperfect polyQs length, length of the longest pure polyQ for
each polyQ zone and length of the longest pure polyCAG for each
polyQ zone) were compared using the Mann-Whitney and
Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests. Two distributions were considered
significantly different when both tests were positive. The results are
presented as box plots, in which a ‘‘box’’ comprises the two middle
quartiles separated by the median, and the outliers are represented
as open circles.
The available mammalian proteomes were checked for almost
identical codon usage.
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Supporting Information
Figure S1 Sequence biases at polyQ flanks are con-
served throughout eukaryotic proteomes. The relative
abundances of Pro (A), His (B) and Asp (C) residues at polyQ
flanks from the 15 eukaryotic proteomes we analyzed are shown.
Black circles, Nt flanks; Gray circles, Ct flanks. The solid lines are
the best fit to an exponential function. The dotted lines indicate
the threshold for residues over- (residue twice as frequent as in the
proteome) or under- (residue twice less frequent than in the
proteome) representation.
(TIF)
Figure S2 Non-homologous proteins exhibit similar
sequence biases within polyQs. The relative abundances of
Pro (B), His (C), Leu (D), Asp (E), Cys (F) and Gly (G) residues
within polyQs insertions are represented for all the polyQ-
containing proteins (black) and for only the polyQ-containing
proteins with no orthologous counterparts among the human
polyQ-containing proteins (gray) in 6 different proteomes. The
dotted lines indicate the threshold for residues over- (residue twice
as frequent as in the proteome) or under- (residue twice less
frequent than in the proteome) representation.
(TIF)
Figure S3 GO tags associated to polyQs. (A–C) GO tags
associated to human polyQs: Biological process (A), Molecular
function (B), Cellular component (C). (D) Proportion of polyQs
tagged by ‘‘regulation of transcription DNA-dependent’’ (Biolog-
ical process GO0006355) in different eukaryotic proteomes.
(TIF)
Figure S4 Schematic representation of the strategy used
by AAstretch. AAprepare generates two organism specific input
files containing fasta formatted coding sequences or their
corresponding protein sequences from several databases available
trough the EnsEMBL ftp site and the BioMart search engine. The
two files are synchronized at the level of the fasta header, i.e. a
coding sequence and its corresponding protein sequence share
exactly the same fasta header containing several different
annotations type. AAstretch analyzes the protein file following the
user settings and polyXs and their flanking regions are retrieved.
AAstretch generates a text-based output read by AAsync that uses the
coding sequences prepared by AAprepare to overlay the polyX
stretches and flanks into the corresponding coding sequences and
generate a new output used for codon analysis. Both files are
finally operated by AAexplore to generate a number of graphical
representations for data analysis.
(TIF)
Table S1 PolyQ-containing proteins for which polymor-
phism in the polyQ length has been reported as a risk or
protective factor in multifactorial diseases.
(RTF)
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